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Abstract- : Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) is consists of autonomous nodes that performs various tasks in a collaborative way. Major issues of
WSNs are relay node placement, cluster head selection, routing, clustering, coverage and connectivity, etc. All the aforementioned problems are very
difficult to capture due to complexity increases as the network size increases and after the certain time simple problems may be converted to the NPComplete problem. To approximate the solution of NP-Complete problems various optimization techniques can be used such as particle swarm
optimization, gravitational search algorithm, harmony search algorithm and many others. In the research article various optimization techniques and
problem addressed by various authors in WSNs have been discussed mainly relay node placement and CH selection.
————————————————————

1 INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor Networks or WSN have a varying range of
applications in deployment from military areas where it is
used extensively for remote data collection, triangulating
coordinates, surveillance, to biological and agriculture
infrastructure in crop monitoring and estimation of
geophysical parameters. WSN can utilize multi-hop
communication technique by communication with each
other directly or through relay nodes. Remote sensing and
wireless sensors networks have become widely used in
many critical operations like reconnaissance on
inaccessible altitudes and hostile terrains. Depending upon
the range and feasibility, they can use their properties to
benefit from clustering and optimization algorithms. The
design of WSNs however faces many challenges. WSN’s
are restricted to limited bandwidth and energy as well as
low processing power to include with. As such the
algorithms for WSNs must optimize all of the design
constraints to obtain the best possible results. WSNs are
data accumulators. It gathers loads of data from various
nodes while avoiding redundancy and also maintains the
integrity of the data. In this work, different novel
optimization techniques have been explored with regard to
WSNs. Demonstration of WSNs shown in Fig.1

Fig 1. Demonstration of Wireless Sensor Networks
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Key Points of Research Article are mentioned below.
A. NP-Complete Problems in Wireless Sensor
Networks
B. Optimization Techniques
C. Role of Optimization Techniques in Issues in WSNs
D. Future research direction in WSNs
Next selection consists of description of various
optimization techniques. Problems of WSNs approximated
by soft computing techniques are presented in section
three. Finally, conclusion is provided in the section four.

2 OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES
While considering WSNs there are various factors controlling
its performance and thus each of its attributes can be subject
to optimization differently considering the different domains
some of which are average lifetime, communication protocols,
dynamic deployment, energy efficiency, etc.
 Particle Swarm Optimization: A modified version of
the Particle Swarm Optimization technique which is
inspired from the social behavior of birds is used to
address the cluster head selection problem. In, this
model the particle(solution) which has the best results
in a tournament will thrive and pass on to the next
iteration while the one who loses learns its lesson
from the respective loss and modifies its strategy in
the next iteration. The main constraints addressed in
this problem are the energy limitations of the WSN. It
has great convergence and reliable results to show
for.
 Synchronous Firefly Algorithm: This is a similar
algorithm being in counterpart to PSO for being used
in cluster head selection. Clustering is one of the key
concerns of WSN for various performance
parameters like packet delivery ratio, residual energy
etc. This is inspired from the behavior of a swarm of
fireflies. The higher ranked fireflies are the best fit for
reproduction. In doing so the best traits get passed on
to the next generation. This technique has a decent
convergence rate and refrains from having multiple
local maxima[13].
 Gravitational Search Algorithm: This algorithm is
inspired from the law of gravity[4]. The search agents
are modeled as collection of objects which interact
with each other based on Newtonian physics. Every
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mass represents a solution and the algorithm has to
adjust between gravitational and inertial mass and the
masses will be attracted by the heaviest of them all
which will present an optimum solution in the search
space. The force acting on the heaviest object drifts it
apart from the rest of the population which is basically
the optimal solution. GSA is used to solve the
localization problem in WSNs which is a non-linear
optimization problem. Other problems pertaining to
WSN which are addressed using the same are
energy efficient multi-sink placement, relay node
placement problems in WSN.
Harmony Search Optimization: The harmony
search optimization is a metaheuristic search
algorithm based on the principle of improvisation of
harmony by the musicians[17]. As a musician
improvises different notes every time to achieve a
global optimum, the same could be applied for WSNs
to get optimal clustering mechanism. When a
musician is improvising, he/she can either play a
famous melody, something familiar or compose a
new piece with random notes. So, harmony memory
usage, pitch adjustment and randomization can be
used to qualitatively optimize the musical flavor. The
harmony memory usage is analogous to selection of
the best(fittest), the pitch scale is accord with
mutation and the randomness is introduced to
explore varied solution scenarios. This algorithm has
been used to improve routing efficiency and range of
Wireless sensor networks.
Ant Colony Optimization: As the name suggests,
this optimization algorithms is based on the social
behavior of ants. Ants are the simplest creature that
can perform complex task when they are in colonies,
for example carrying objects more than their weight.
In this case, the behavior that is of particular interest
is finding the shortest path from nest to food source.
They do so by leaving a pheromone trail for other
ants to pursue later. This intelligent optimization
behavior of demarcating the shortest path can be
modeled in WSN. The shortest distance from source
to the sink node can be dependent on many
parameters such as a heuristic value of ACO
pheromone along with residual energy of the Node as
per Kihato et al. Other versions of this also exist in
several other problems of WSN.

Lyapunov Optimization: This technique considers
the energy harvesting mechanism of renewable
energy devices. The problem of concern is to
maximize the average correct bits in packet
transmission and the constraints being average
power level and error rate. It also discusses the
introduction of virtual queues to solve the Lyapunov
optimization problem[15].
Artificial Bee Colony Optimization: This paradigm
of swarm optimization was modeled on the intelligent
behavior of bees. Bees are very intelligent creatures
and possess the ability for creating complex
structures as well as intelligent pathfinding
techniques. ABC classifies bees into 3 classes
namely employed bees, onlookers and scouts. The
number of bees employed are equal to the number of
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food sources available. The employed bees report to
their assigned food source and come back to the hive
and dance on this area. If an employee bee doesn’t
have a food source it becomes a scout. Onlookers
select a food source based on the dance of the bees
and the source is visited. After that a neighbor is
picked around that source and the nectar amount is
evaluated. The best food found so far returns the
optimal value.
Cuckoo Search Optimization: This is another
meta-heuristic algorithm inspired from the obligate
brood parasitism of some cuckoo species who lay
their eggs in the nest of host birds. Evolution of
cuckoo species have led them to the point where
some of them can imitate the various colors and
patterns of chosen host species[3]. This reduces the
probability of eggs being detected by the host and
thus rejected later. Also, a cuckoo chose a host which
has just laid its eggs, a behavior which can be
imitated algorithmically. Thus, the breeding behavior
of cuckoo can be applied to many optimization
problems. Instead of random walk, Levy flight
mechanism can be used to improvise the problem.
Each time a cuckoo chose a nest randomly. The nest
with indistinguishable eggs will grow and be carried
on to the next generation(solutions). Also, hosts can
discover an alien egg with a probability in the
normalized range after which they can get rid of the
egg or abandon the nest.

3 OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS
1 Clustering and Cluster Head (CH) selection: Clustering is an important aspect for extending the lifetime of a
WSN[5,6,7]. In clustering we group sensor nodes into different
clusters and elect cluster heads (CH) which are responsible for
collecting the data (data aggregation) from their respective
cluster and forwarding it to the base station[10,11,12,14,16].
This has proven to be an NP-hard problem as the complexity
varies exponentially according to the size of the network. They
main trigger to explore various clustering algorithms has been
to increase the energy efficiency of the network. Some notable
algorithms
include
low-energy
adaptive
clustering
Hierarchy(LEACH) proposed by Heinzelman et al. which uses
randomized rotation of CH to distribute the energy load evenly
among the sensors. Sensors self-elect themselves as cluster
heads with certain probability and the algorithm is thus selforganizing in nature[8]. Becoming a cluster head also drains its
energy and thus to spread its energy the nodes aren’t fixed at
all time intervals. It also has many variants including the GALEACH, BN-LEACH with specializations of their own.An
Energy efficient sleep scheduling mechanism with similarity
measure for WSN (ESSM) was proposed by Runze et al.
which schedules the sensors to switch to sleep mode in order
to reduce energy consumption efficiently.This is done while
taking care of the integrity of data which enters the
network.The Hybrid-energy efficient distribution protocol
(HEED) is a clustering paradigm which considers the residual
energy of a node as primary parameterand network topology
features as secondary parameter. In this case the sensor
network considered are heterogenous i.e. the sensor nodes
have different energy in distribution.HEED doesn’t assure the
optimality on number of nodes elected[12].A Hybrid cluster
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head selection for maximizing network lifetime and energy
efficiency in WSN was proposed by Kale et al which adopts a
novel FGF algorithm to select an optimal cluster head.LEACHGA was a Genetic Algorithm approach for prolonging the
lifetime of a WSN was proposed by Pal et al. in which the
fitness function consists of residual energy, number of cluster
heads, Intra-cluster communication distance and distance from
cluster to the base station. The initial population is generated
randomly and selection paradigm used was roulette wheel
selection along with one-point crossover. This algorithm is a
base station driven approach where base station applies GA to
optimize the cluster heads and also assign cluster to all the
nodes[9].Another energy efficient algorithm was proposed by
Ahmad et al. using ABC optimization technique. Here also the
fitness function was based on the residual energy, the intercluster distance and distance to the sink station. Here,
however the best performance is achieved only when the sink
station is at the center of the network which is not always the
case in Practical Scenario.An improved cuckoo search-based
clustering protocol was proposed by Gupta in order to address
the unbalanced energy clustering problem. A novel fitness
function is formulated which is used to evaluate the fitness
value at initialization. The sensor nodes are sorted according
to the descending order and top 20% of the sorted nodes are
selected from this. After populating each host’s nest with eggs,
the cost of each hosts nest is evaluated and the best host is
selected. The process is repeated until the stopping criteria is
satisfied. This in turn balances the communication load in the
network.A hybrid FA with PSO was proposed by
Pitchaimanickam et al. The proposed methodology helps in
prolonging the lifetime of the network while minimizing energy
consumption. The selected nodes are randomly deployed in a
geographical location and the formation of clusters using
LEACH-C. After that the CH with highest residual energy is
selected and the population is initialized with various
parameters such as cognitive acceleration factor, social
acceleration factor, the randomized parameter, initial
attractiveness, absorption coefficientand inertia weight. The
nodal distances from the BS are assigned to every cluster
node. Then the usual GA paradigm is applied to update the
population, calculate the fitness, select the best fitness value
and repeat until there is no improvisation over the fitness
value[14].2 The Relay Node Placement Problem: - Relay
Nodes are used in long Distance communication of
WSN[18,19]. These nodes are very costly and their purpose is
prolonging the lifetime of the network. Since, it is cost
constrained, the optimization objective is to minimize the
number of node placements without compromising the
network performance and transmission reliability. A Heuristic
algorithm to solve this optimization problem is presented by
Xingchan et al.A Gravitational Search Algorithm was proposed
by Jose M et al. for solving the relay node problem. The relay
nodes considered in this case were energy harvesting ones so
they were not limited to be deployed close to a plug. Also, a
simplified unit disk communication. At regular intervals, the
sensors gather data from the environmentThe measure is then
sent to the collector node, assuming a multi-hop routing
protocol provided by Dijkstra’s algorithm. This algorithm called
MO-GSA divides a population of nodes into two parts. At every
generation, individual nodes from 1st half are added to the
offspring.At every generation, the relay nodes are drifted due
to the forces acting on them. The best individual among the
relay nodes is selected. The velocity of these objects is
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dependent on its previous velocity times a random number in
the range [0,1] and the acceleration is due to the net force
acting on an object. The force acting is also influenced by the
gravitational constant G. The saturation of this algorithm is
inspected for a good performance. If the obtained population
doesn’t provide some improvement over its parent population.
If it doesn’t it is mutated in search for a better solution. An
artificial bee colony optimization (ABC) approach was
proposed by Hashim et al. a two-layer hierarchical structure
was considered[2]. Various assumptions include design
approaches adopted to minimize energy while transmission,
All CHs having same transmission range and multi-hop
communication strategies prevail in the network. The SP3D
strategy is used due to its ability to have a predefined
lifetime and select the minimum of nodes while doing so.

4 CONCLUSION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) is the collection of
various types of sensor nodes that performs various tasks
in a collaborative way. It is used healthcare, military,
disaster management system, etc. In the research article
various optimization techniques such as particle swarm
optimization, gravitational search algorithm, harmony
search algorithm and many others. and NP- Complete
problems addressed by various authors in WSNs were
presented mainly relay node placement and CH selection.
Major objective of this research article was to address
various findings in WSNs and how to solve these issues
using optimization techniques. In addition, this research
article was also provide future direction of research in
WSNs
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